n. cat·a·comb \’ka-tə-,kōm\ - a subterranean cemetery
of galleries with recesses for tombs;

When thinking of Hilma af Klint’s heritage we bow
not only in front of her art that preceded her time, but
also her self-driven life.
Therefore we decided on dedicating separate parts
of the gallery to embody these values. One part
above ground, seen and transparent, in memory
of her spiritual heritage, and one underground that
would house her actual works of art, much like the
way they were kept for decades closed from public
eye.

Though her work is much appreciated today, we would
like to keep the mystery, cryptic atmosphere that
surrounded her work during her lifetime. A visit should
feel like it is in the time when she made her work, like
she would have invited us to a secret visit to her family
house attic, where the paintings were stored, away of
public eye.
The atmosphere of the underground galleries should
be similar to how a catacomb feels like, where precious
objects were hidden, buried to be preserved for the
future. Sculpted around the needs of the treasures, they
only communicate with the exterior through thin ducts.

n. nave /neiv/ - the main part of the interior of a church;
The unseen part of the building is complemented with
a translucent pavilion overground, a lantern signaling
the presence of the museum. This arrangement suits
the spectacular natural surroundings by minimizing the
visible impact of the building on the site. The space is
intended for todays avant-garde artists to show their
work through the form of expositions, performances etc.
n. garden
The purpose of the site should also be to create a place
for contemplation, close with nature, a possibility to
reflect on matters that our mind is occupied with.
The serenity of the garden with the ground floor facilities
could serve locals who arrive at the site for a short rest
on a possible bike ride.

ENTRANCE TO THE TEMPLE FOR HILMA

ENTRANCE TO THE GALLERY OF PAINTINGS
1. LOBBY
2. TICKETING/CLOAKROOM
3. STORAGE
4. RESTROOMS FOR VISITORS
5. SITTING AREA
6. CAFETERIA
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9. KITCHENETTE
10. REST ROOM FOR EMPLOYEES
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The underground is a circuit through Hilma’s paintings arranged chronologically and by theme. Helped by scenographic lighting, the visitor enters the atmosphere of the
paintings. Using skylights in Sweden favors dalight but
does not allow in sunlight which would harm the works.
The dramatism is obtained by the artificial lights that work
parallel to daylight. With artificial light, the same effects are
perceived in the dark periods of the year.
1- NOTEBOOKS ROOM- a dictionary of Hilma’s world.
Descending the stairs, one can see her projection and
gobo projections of symbols.
2-PRIMORDIAL CHAOS, 1906-1907- a storm of lights
3-THE TEN LARGEST,1907-a passage through life from
childhood to adulthood to Old Age translated by dark to
bright gradient.
4- EVOLUTION, 1908-the jointing of opposite conceptscelebrates the contrast between dark and light.
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5-The Swan and The Dove ,1914–1915- a labyrinth
through dark and bright patches.
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6-SERIES II, 1920- different religious perspectives- is a
bright room with diffused light, a democratic platform.
7-Altarpieces,1915- After going through a tunnel that attracts with the brightness from its end, the visitor gets to an
interpretation of the altars that she is depicting.
8- On the Viewing of Flowers and Trees, 1922
As it started, the circuit ends with a series of paintings depicting nature. Likewise, the first and last room have similar
atmosphere.
Along the circuit, there are tampon spaces that indicate
the entering of a new painting phase. Spaces A and B are
bright to increase the sensation of darkness of the following room, while space C is dark to increase the sensation
of brightness of the following room.
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